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The Colours of Mexico
13 - Day Itinerary
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Day 1 – Mexico City Arrival
Welcome at airport MEX by your english speaking transfer guide, for direct transport to
your centrally located hotel. Resting time of day at leisure
Day 2 – Historical Centre & Anthropology Museum
Start the day with a visit to Mexico City’s historical centre (UNESCO World Heritage –
UWH) to see its so called Zócalo main square, National Palace with mural paintings of
Diego Rivera (mondays closed), Metropolitan Cathedral, view from outside on ruins of
former main temple of Aztec capital Tenochtitlán, walk and drive along colonial streets,
squares and mansions, have a stop at wonderful Fine Arts Palace, get along elegant
Reforma Avenue with panoramic stop at golden angel sculpture on the column of
Independence Monument, to end in Chapultepec Park area for a visit of main exhibition
parts in the National Museum of Anthropology, which hosts amazing pieces of
prehispanic cultures in Mesoamerica. Early afternoon, return to the hotel for resting time
of day at leisure.
Day 3 – Shrine of Guadalupe & Pyramids of Teotihuacan
Morning drive out of the city towards Teotihuacán. In route, stop at Square of Three
Cultures, where the prehispanic temple ruins of Tlatelolco lay next to the colonial church
of Saint Jacob, all surrounded by the modern architecture of 1950’s living project
Nonoalco-Tlatelolco. See then the Latin America wide important catholic Sanctuary of
Virgin of Guadalupe, where as per religious legend Holy Mary appeared to young
shepherd byo Juan Diego in the early 16th century. See here old & new Basilica, Tepeyac
Hill of Apparition as well as the original piece of shepherd cloth with the plasmated
image of the Virgin. During the afternoon, visit the archaeological site of Teotihuacán
(UWH) with its majestic ruins of so called citadel, Temple of Quetzalcoatl, Road of the
Dead, Pyramids of Sun & Moon, among others. Later in the afternoon, return to Mexico
City and the hotel. Resting time of day at leisure.
Day 4 – Mexico - Puebla - Oaxaca
Departure to Puebla “City of Angels” visiting Cholula Magic Town with Stos. Remedios
church high up on the massive former pyramid temple. AFterwards, stop in Puebla, the
so-called “City of Angels” with its wonderful historical centre full of Mexican baroque
architecture (UWH), see Rosario’s Chapel, the Cathedral, the Main Square and the
Historical Downtown. Continuation to Oaxaca. Arrival and Overnight.
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Day 5 – Montealban & Oaxaca Historical Centre with Museum
During the morning visit to Monte Alban (UWH), a great archaeological site originally
founded by the prehispanic Zapotec culture. Built on a flattened mountain top, it was of
ceremonial and strategic importance for the central valleys of Oaxaca. We will walk along
the site’s Main Square, Observatory, Tomb #7 as well as the Stones of the Dancers.
Midday return to Oaxaca and visit its beautiful city, including the Cathedral, the
magnificent Santo Domingo church and adjacent Regional Museum of Anthropology.
Day 6 – Hierve El Agua, Mezcal Mitla, Teotitlán & Tulu Tree - Night Bus for Chiapas
State
Morning drive out to reach the mountains at eastern edge of central Oaxaca Valley, there
to visit the wonderful water terraces of Hierve El Agua which were formed by natural
slightly warm spring water minerals. The region is also famous for its traditional Mezcal
Agave liquor, about which you learn in a typical distillery, for then to visit the amazing
site of Mitla (UWH) with its stunning stone mosaic decors on the main prehispanic
temples. Another regional tradition is the weaving in beautiful patterns and bright
colours in Teotitlán del Valle, famous since prehispanic times. Have a final stop at giant
tree of Tule before returning to Oaxaca – be delivered back in your previous hotel (room
use not included anymore) to have some time for (own paid dinner) and to pick up your
luggage, for then to have transfer from hotel to regional bus station, Public Night Bus:
departure from Oaxaca in the evening for an approx. 11hour ride through to the state of
Chiapas including the Cathedral, the magnificent Santo Domingo church and adjacent
Regional Museum of Anthropology.
Day 7 – Tuxtla Gutierrez - Sumidero Canyon - San Cristóbal De Las Casa
Pick up at bus station Tuxtla Gutiérrez to be brought to a restaurant near river Grijalva,
where you can relax and enjoy (own paid) breakfast. The service continues afterwards
with a boat ride in the early afternoon on the river to get into the majestic Sumidero
Canyon, where the steep rocky walls rise up to over 1000 mts on both sides of the water.
Later in the afternoon drive up to San Cristóbal de las Casas and deliver to your hotel.
Day 8 – San Cristobal De Las Casas & Maya Towns
Morning town walk in San Cristóbal de las Casas for a visit to the indian market,
cathedral and churches, colonial streets, squares and indian all day life scenes. Drive
then out into the outskirts of San Cristóbal de las Casas, to reach the Tzotzil Maya towns
of San Juan Chamula and Zinacantan to see there ancient bizarre religious rights in their
local churches, as well as to observe how still in actual days, the people are proud to
wear the traditional dresses of highly decorative symbolic patterns and colours.
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Afternoon return to San Cristóbal de las Casas and rest at leisure to enjoy this Magic
Town on your own.
Day 9 – San Cristóbal De Las Casas - Agua Azul - Palenque
Very early start from San Cristóbal de las Casas around 6am to drive in the central valleys
of Chiapas, where the climate changes from highland fresh to tropical temperatures.
Head to Agua Azul waterfalls, to admire their turquoise colored waters. With the
possibility of swimming. Afterwards we will continue on to Palenque for later afternoon
arrival there.
PALENQUE – CAMPECHE Morning visit to the archaeological site of Palenque (UWH),
surrounded by jungle. One of the prime and most important cities of the “Mayan World”.
Inside the Pyramid of the Inscriptions, King Pakal's sarcophagus and its fascinating
carved gravestone were found. See the Temples of Sun and Cross, the great Governor’s
Palace and particularly shaped Observatory tower, from where you can enjoy a great
view over the Plains of Tabasco neighbouring state. Later in the morning, continuing to
drive for the beautifully walled city of Campeche (UWH). still to enjoy a panoramic
afternoon city walk. Evening at leisure in Campeche.
Day 10 – Campeche - Uxmal - Mer
Departure for Uxmal in the so called Puuc Region where the prehispanic Maya
architecture burst in fascinating façade décor. to know the Guesser Pyramid, the
Quadrangle of the Nuns, Governor’s Palace & the Ballgame Court. Afternoon arrival in
Merida "White City". Enjoy a panoramic city tour through its elegant mixture of colonial &
neoclassical architecture.
Day 11 – Merida - Chichen Itza - Cancun
Morning drive to Chichén Itzá, maybe the most emblematic arch. sites in Mexico (UWH),
declared also one of the new 7 wonders. We will find advanced archaeo-astronomical
knowledge here, visit Kukulkán PYramid, giant Pelota ball game court, Observatory
Temple of Warriors and Complex of 1000 Columns, among others. Afternoon continuing
ride for delivery in airport CUN or any hotel along Riviera Maya Coast and Cancún (not
incl.: delivery in Tulúm, Cozumel, Isla Mujeres, Holbox, Sian Ka'an).
Day 12 – Free At Leisure
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Day 13 - Transfer to Airport Cancun
At convenient times, pick up from your hotel and transfer to the airport.

END OF SERVICE
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